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TUESDAY 23RD SEPTEMBER COMMEMORATION AT SEA, OFF THE DUTCH COAST
http://www.youtube.com/watch?v=gJF60Ro0Mv8
Credits to Klaudie Bartelink and Ben Stiefelhagen.
At the start of the film features Ben Stiefelhagen (Klaudie’s husband). He talks (in Dutch) to
his guests, the divers on the ship. He explains what he is going to do: showing the wreath,
and after that diving and fastening a plaque on one of the ships.
The plaque says that the Dutch Foundation ‘Duik de Noordzee schoon’ (‘Dive clean the North
Sea’), considers the three cruisers war graves, and expects everyone to treat them
respectfully.
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WEDNESDAY 24TH SEPTEMBER DEN HAAG
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A card of the new painting at The Guildhall Museum Rochester with this:

Mr Thijs van Leeuwen

Mr Otto Weddigen

Mayor Barry Kemp

Mr Thijs van Leeuwen

Mrs Ann West

Mrs Margret Weber
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Chairman Muzee Scheveningen Mr Henk Grootveld
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CEO Muzee Scheveningen Mr Paul de Kievit

Mrs Amanda Thomas

The gathering just before lunch
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The mini-conference

Mrs Tessa Towner

Mr Richard Holdsworth (CHDT)
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Mrs Tessa Towner’s Talk in Holland
Good afternoon, firstly I would like to thank Henk van der Linden for inviting
me to speak to you today and to correct his description of me being a
professional genealogist, I am just a fanatical family historian, and also
interested in local history relating to the areas my family lived in, which is
mainly in the County of Kent.
I am the Chairman of the Friends of Medway Archives and Local Studies Centre
in Kent, known to most people as F.O.M.A. for short. FOMA began at the end
of 2005 and we held our inaugural Annual General Meeting in April 2006. The
group was formed to raise the profile of the Medway Archives, engaging in the
cataloguing and preservation of documents, and purchasing items of interest to
the Medway Towns that appear on websites such as EBay. Since 2006 many
have joined the group and we now put on talks and exhibitions and even
publish a quarterly historical journal.
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The Medway Towns are a collection of ancient settlements which lie along the
banks of the River Medway in North West Kent. The Towns comprise
Rochester, Gillingham, Strood, Frindsbury, and the Hoo Peninsula where Saxon
settlements such as Cliffe and Allhallows are to be found. Medway also
includes Chatham and the historic Chatham Dockyard which was a focal point
for the navy in both World Wars.
FOMA is passionate about the history of the Medway Towns and in the past
couple of years, in anticipation of the one hundredth anniversary, we have
been concentrating on World War One.
FOMA has members all over the world, however, many of us are old friends
and the group grew out of our association with the Archives and our love of
history. One such friend was Michael de Caville who sadly died in 2010. Mick
spent the last 25 years of his life researching the men from the Medway Towns
who had died in World War One. Before he died, I promised him that we
would continue his work until it was completed, that we would index it and
publish it in time for the 2014 commemorations.
For the last four years since Mick’s death I, and many FOMA members, have
been fulfilling that promise. We decided to extend his work to cover every
man mentioned on a World War One war memorial in the Medway Unitary
Authority area. This has resulted in a unique free-to-view index containing over
4,000 names and much additional information, including photographs and even
the addresses of those who were killed. We created a special section for the
De Caville Index on the FOMA website and already much has been added to it
by researchers and relatives since it launched on the anniversary of the
outbreak of war on 4 August this year.
Many of the men who died in World War One were stationed at Chatham
Dockyard. Chatham has had a long history with the Royal Navy going back over
400 years. Archaeological evidence shows that the Medway Towns has been
occupied since prehistoric times. The strategic position of Chatham Dockyard
at the mouth of the River Medway, close to where it joins the Thames Estuary,
means that it too is probably ancient. The first written evidence of the
Dockyard’s existence dates back to the reign of King Henry VIII in 1547. In June
1667 the Dutch navy sailed up the River Medway and attacked ships moored in
the river and captured the Flagship the Royal Charles; Nelson’s ship, HMS
Victory was built here in the second half of the Eighteenth Century, and
warships were built at the Dockyard until 1966. Chatham Dockyard provided
employment for the Medway Towns for generations and for those of us who
were born and bred in the area it is a source of enormous pride, especially as
the place features so prominently in the history of our nation.
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It was FOMA’s work cataloguing the men who were stationed at Chatham and
who served and died in the First World War which was the catalyst for our
special relationship with Henk van der Linden. The men of the Live Bait
Squadron are included on the De Caville Index and back in 2012, when we were
still working on its compilation, Henk placed a notice in one of our local
newspapers requesting information. Shortly after this we met and began our
quest together to find out more about the men who died and their
descendants.
In September that same year, Henk organised a memorial service at Rochester
Cathedral, which I was delighted to attend. I was also at the St. George’s
Centre in Chatham where descendants of the Live Bait Squadron related their
stories. This was also when Henk launched his wonderful book, The Live Bait
Squadron. We realised then that there was so much more we could do and
with our on-going compilation of the De Caville Index, FOMA was in the ideal
position to find out more and help Henk.
Although young men joined up in their thousands in August 1914, for
adventure and excitement, thinking they would be home by Christmas, not
realising what horrors they would witness, sailors were used to the fickle seas
and knew that if a ship went down they would in all likelihood drown. If they
had ever witnessed action it would have been on the surface of the ocean with
enemies they could see. No-one could have envisioned an unseen enemy
attacking beneath the waves
Between August and December 1914 over 3,000 men serving in the Royal Navy
and the Royal Marines were killed. The men were from just seven ships and
the loss of one of these was due to an internal explosion off the coast of
Sheerness in Kent. All of the ships were based at Chatham Dockyard.
Of the 3,000 who were killed, 317 men were from the Medway Towns and 179
of these were serving on the three cruisers of the Live Bait Squadron - HMS
Aboukir, HMS Cressy and HMS Hogue.
When the news of the sinking of the three cruisers reached the Medway
Towns it was reported that around a thousand women queued up outside the
Town Hall in Chatham waiting for lists of the dead to be posted. They were
waiting for news of sons, brothers, husbands and fathers. At the beginning of
the war, news was slow and often inaccurate, and these women were
desperate to know if their loved ones had survived or perished in the waters of
the North Sea.
At Medway railway stations such as Chatham, Rochester and Strood, crowds
gathered waiting for the survivors to arrive. They hoped against hope that
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their husband, father, son or brother would be among them, that they would
step off a train and everything would be all right.
The Medway Towns is a tight-knit community. Before the First World War
many families were inter-related and had lived in the area for hundreds of
years. They had lived together and worked together and they shared a
common future, a future which for many was to come to an abrupt end on that
morning of 22 September.
It is hard to imagine what this must have been like for the Medway Towns to
lose 179 of their men in a single morning. Men like the Hussey bothers who
lived next door to each other in Cross Street Chatham were lost on the Cressy.
Collectively they left 14 children without a father. How were their wives to
cope without their wages and with so many mouths to feed?
The newspapers of the day gave details of the families left behind. Of the 46
men who were mentioned and pictured, a total of 75 children were left
fatherless. For many of the young this signalled the end of their childhoods, an
end to what little formal education was available, and the beginning of a long
working life to support their mothers and their siblings.
Many families, the majority of whom were from Chatham and Gillingham, were
convinced that their loved ones must still be alive. Letters were written to the
local newspapers asking if anyone had any news of their men. Losing so many
loved ones from such a small area and in such a brief space of time was truly
devastating. There was no news, no grave to visit, no focus for their grief, and
no closure.
It would be some one hundred years before the families of the Medway Towns
would learn the truth about what happened to the lost men of the Live Bait
Squadron. Thanks to the work of Henk van der Linden, and my dear friend
Michael de Caville, our grandfathers and great uncles have names and faces
and in most cases their resting places are now known. Whilst we do not all
have a grave to visit, at least their story can finally be told and the names of the
Live Bait Squadron can join the others who died in World War One.
We are proud that so many are Medway Men. They are part of our history and
they are part of our heritage. We will never know how they suffered on that
morning of 22 September, but there is one thing that we do now know.
We will remember them.
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Dr Jane Harrold

Dr Richard Porter
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Dr Jane Harrold and Dr Richard Porter: The Lost Term
The First World War

The decent of Europe into war in August 1914 was the culmination of years of preparation
for a conflict the like of which had been unimaginable. For Great Britain and her Empire
control of the World’s oceans was a matter of national survival. The naval arms race,
culminating in the development of the Dreadnought battleship is perhaps the best known
manifestation of this competition. However, ships need manpower; they need officers who
are trained and educated to command these bulwarks of the nation’s defence. A century ago
the best way to achieve this was believed to be to capture future Royal Navy (RN) officers
young; to give them the best possible opportunity to survive and thrive in the unique
environment of life at sea. Since the mid-nineteenth century boys aged around 12-13 years
of age had been trained on two wooden hulks in the River Dart; HMS Britannia and
Hindostan. Terribly outdated by the end of the century they were replaced by two new
shore-based colleges; Royal Naval College Osborne on the Isle of Wight and in September
1905 Britannia Royal Naval College (BRNC) Dartmouth. Boys joined Osborne ased 13 for two
years then moved to Dartmouth for a further two years. They received a regular, modern
education from civilian masters and naval training from RN instructors. They were not in the
navy at this stage, although they wore naval cadet’s uniform and it was assumed a naval
career awaited them.
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The First World War arguably came too soon to properly assess the success of the new
College but the midshipmen who left Dartmouth to join the conflict would nonetheless soon
be tested.
On Monday 27th July 1914, the College received a telegram ordering it to standby to
mobilise. The next day Austria, having failed to secure the demands of its ultimatum from
the Serbian government as recompense for the assassination of their heir to the throne and
assured of German support, declared war on Serbia. But as relations among the great
powers continued to deteriorate and the armies of Europe began to mobilise, life at
Dartmouth carried on as usual. The end of term was approaching and final examinations
were underway. By the end of the week hope was fading of the prospect that war might
interrupt the College routine. Then at 3.50pm on Saturday 1st August, as a cricket match was
being played on the playing field, Captain Victor Stanley received a telegram which simply
read; ‘mobilise.’ One would naturally expect staff officers and ship’s company to be called to
join the fleet but the order to mobilise applied to everyone, including the cadets, the
youngest of whom had only recently arrived from Osborne and were aged just 15 years old.

The earlier telegram meant that cadets’ sea chests had already been packed and orders
placed with local vehicle owners to transport the cadets and their belongings down to the
railway pontoon. From there they would take the Great Western Railway’s ferry boat, the
Mew, to the railway station in Kingswear, where three trains were standing by to take cadets
off to join their appointed ships in Plymouth, Portsmouth and Chatham. Cadets, officers and
masters all helped with the loading of chests onto the various assembled vehicles. Soon the
line of vehicles loaded with luggage covered almost the entire length of the northern
embankment in Dartmouth. Cadets marched to the Mew in their respective terms, cheered
on by large crowds of residents. The first to leave were those with the longest journey ahead
of them, the Third and Fourth Terms bound for Chatham. The Portsmouth train went next,
carrying the Second and Fifth Terms. Finally the Plymouth train departed Kingswear at
10.46pm, taking the First and Sixth Terms together with nearly two hundred reservists from
the ship’s company. That night only the officers and masters remained at the College.
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However, the speed and efficiency with which the College had mobilised seems not to have
been repeated further along the line. The Portsmouth bound cadets had to be turned back,
their ships unready to take them. Their return to Dartmouth was, however brief. Having
arrived back at seven o’clock on the Sunday morning they were excused church and that
evening departed once again for Portsmouth. Meanwhile at Devonport cadets found
themselves sleeping on the floor of the wardroom. The following day turned out wet, with
nothing to do but wander around the dockyard admiring the ships, even the church service
was cut short as a result of the impending war. But war could not interrupt the completion
of naval education, on 3rd August Six Term cadets sat their final passing out exam at the
Royal Naval Engineering College Keyham, Devonport. The next day neutral Belgium was
invaded and Britain declared war on Germany.

At the outbreak of war 434 Dartmouth cadets had been sent, enthusiastically, to sea. They
were not however, destined for the pride of the Grand Fleet but as not yet fully-trained
naval officers were to find themselves onboard older, less capable, more vulnerable vessels.
Thus the realities of war were very quickly brought home. On 22 nd September the three
British cruisers, HMS Aboukir, Hogue and Cressy, were torpedoed in the North Sea by a
German submarine, U9. Among the 1,459 officers and men killed were thirteen cadets or
midshipmen who seven weeks earlier had left Dartmouth, they were aged between fifteen
and sixteen and a half years old.

Amongst the controversy as to how these ageing vessels had been allowed to patrol
unprotected and unprepared for engagement with the enemy, questions were also raised as
to the rationale behind sending boys to sea. The case was taken up by Mr W. Joynson-Hicks,
Conservative MP for Brentford, who wrote a letter to the Morning Post newspaper criticising
the First Lord of the Admiralty, Sir Winston Churchill:
‘It must be understood that I am not speaking of Midshipmen who are not gazetted younger
than 17½ but of children who can do no possible good on board men-of-war in time of action
. . . Their room would be much more valuable on board than their presence [for example,
stories told of German prisoners having to sleep, and die, lying under cadets’ hammocks after
the battle of Heligoland Bight]. Perhaps the Admiralty answer would be that it is desirable to
harden boys but if Mr Churchill will only apply to the officers in command of cruisers where
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these boys are, I think he will be told that they would be better sent back to complete their
education at Dartmouth, and that by so doing they will preserve the supply of officers for the
navy of the future which is seriously endangered by the result of the disasters such as we are
bound to expect in the course of a prolonged and difficult war.’ (Dartmouth Chronicle,
2/10/1914.)

Other accounts, however, suggest a more positive contribution to the war effort. Cadets
Riley and Stubbs of Aboukir had died while going to the assistance of a drowning man who
had taken them under, while the newly-commissioned Midshipman Cazalet of the Cressy,
using a whaler, had picked up eighty-eight survivors from the Cressy and Hogue, including
the Cressy’s commander. The official Admiralty response was also unrepentant about the
decision, made sometime before the outbreak of war, to discharge cadets from Dartmouth
to help relieve the reserve fleet. As Churchill explained to the House of Commons, it was felt
that these young officers would be very useful onboard ship as part of the regular
complement, and that they would learn far more of their profession at sea than they would
at any educational establishment. As for their return to Dartmouth, that would depend
largely on the duration of the war and was felt to be unlikely. Meanwhile, any future
decisions to send cadets from Dartmouth to sea would depend upon the operational
requirements of the fleet. Nevertheless, by the beginning of 1915 of those 434 cadets who
had marched singing and cheering to meet their trains at Kingswear, forty-one had lost their
lives, a greater proportion than any other class of naval officer in the fleet (Dartmouth
Chronicle, 12/2/1915.)

Ironically, while at sea cadets and midshipmen were officially considered as undergoing
continued naval training. Consequently their parents were still expected to pay a fifty
pounds allowance to the Admiralty. When questioned in the House, Dr Macnamara replied
on behalf of the Admiralty that:
‘it would be prepared to give favourable consideration to applications for whole or partial
relief where necessity exists, and further, that in the case of midshipmen killed in active
service any sums deposited in advance in a period subsequent to the death are returned to
the guardians upon the closing of the private allowance accounts of the officers concerned.’
(Dartmouth Chronicle 26/2/1915.)
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Meanwhile, back at Dartmouth throughout the entirety of the war cadets would only
actually spend three terms (one year) in the College, rather than the pre-war six (two years),
before being sent to sea.
Finally, on 11th November 1918 the College received news of the cessation of hostilities. The
editor of the Britannia Magazine summed up the sentiments of the time:
‘ “The war is won,” and the world will not forget the part the British Navy played. Nor shall
we in our rejoicings forget those naval officers of every rank from Admiral to Cadet who have
given their lives for the great Ideal.’ (Britannia Magazine, December 1918).
The thirteen cadets mobilise on 1st August killed on 22nd September were:
H.M.S. Aboukir
Cadet J. D. Stubbs
Cadet G. Gore-Brown
Cadet G. B. Barchard
Cadet A. V. G. Allsopp
Cadet H. L. Riley
Cadet A. D. C. Robertson
H.M.S. Cressy
Midshipman C. P. Dalmege
Midshipman V. H. Corbyn
Midshipman F. G. Matthews
Midshipman J. A. Froude
H.M.S. Hogue
Midshipman H. H. Ward
Midshipman G. C. Harold
Midshipman C. W. Holt
It is poignant to reflect upon the words inscribed on the BRNC war memorial:
‘See that ye hold fast the heritage we leave you, yea and teach your children its value that
never in the coming centuries their hearts may fail them or their hands grow weak.’
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14.30 The opening of the exhibition
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=SVsYw-1h3ak Credits Mr Joop Berkhout

The opening of the exhibition
ML Artefacts of the cruisers
The Knot (Escher) symbolises the three cruisers together forever

ML
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16.00 The ceremony at the Municipal Cemetery Kerkhoflaan 12 Den Haag
Coffee, tea and speeches

Mr Tom de Bruin, Deputy Mayor

Mrs Henriëtte Van Aartsen

Mayor Barry Kemp

Mr Mark Verheul welcoming all

British Embassador Sir Geoffrey Adams

Mayor Barry Kemp
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Mr Tom de Bruin

Mr Tom de Bruin, Deputy Mayor of The Hague:
Speech to commemorate the victims of the three British cruisers that were torpedoed off
the coast of Scheveningen in September 1914

Ladies and Gentlemen,
On 22 September 1914, just six weeks after the outbreak of the First World War, a tragedy of
the first magnitude occurred off the coast of Scheveningen. In hte space of one-and-a-half
hours, the three British cruisers Aboukir, Cressy and Hoge were blown to the bottom of the
sea by a German submarine.
More than 1400 of the 2200 people on board lost their lives. Almost 800 were rescued,
many of them by the Dutch merchant ships Titan and Flora. The victims who were washed
ashore on the Dutch coast were laid to rest in several local cemeteries, including the Public
Cemetery, de Algemene Begraafplaats in The Hague.
The Netherlands was a neutral country, but these events brought the war very close to come
at an early stage. The newspapers wrote in detail about the rescue operation, the assistance
given to the survivors and the funerals of the victims. On Thursday 8 October 1914, a funeral
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ceremony was held at the Public Cemetery in The Hague, where a number of the drowned
British sailors were buried with military honours.
The then mayor of The Hague, Herman van Karnebeek, also attended the ceremony. Van
Karnebeek later became the Dutch Minister of Foreign Affairs. In his younger years, Van
Karnebeek had been involved in both the First and the Second Peace Conferences, which
were held in 1899 and 1907 in The Hague.
The outcome of that Second Peace Conference would ultimately play an important role in
the destiny of the survivors of the disaster.
This is because in 1909 the Netherlands legally ratified treaties that had been drawn up
during the Second Peace Conference two years earlier. Article 11 of the new law stipulated
that as a neutral country, the Netherlands was obliged to intern the troops of warring parties
if they set foot on Dutch territory.
And it looked very likely that that would happen with the survivors of the Cressy, Aboukir
and Hogue. In fact, the press reported that they were to be transported to a camp in
Gaasterland. The fact that they were ultimately allowed to return to Britain was due to the
Dutch government’s interpretation of a stipulation on the subject in the Dutch declaration of
neutrality of 4 August 1914.
The Government held that because the British sailors were rescued by merchant ships rather
than naval vessels, they could – strangely enough − no longer be regarded as military
personnel, so they were allowed to return to home.
After the First World War, during the 1920s and 1930s it was at the graves of these British
sailors that the British community in The Hague commemorated Armistice Day every year,
but that tradition was later discontinued.
In 2010, after a very lengthy interval, the victims of the attack on the three British cruisers
were commemorated again. This was all down to the unwavering dedication of Henk van der
Linden, who learned about the tragedy of the Aboukir, Cressy and Hogue by chance. Since
then, he has devoted his life to the memory of the victims.
He wrote a book about the disaster, which has since been translated into English. The book
tells a story that the Netherlands had all but forgotten. A story that is also part of The
Hague’s history. A history which – although we were neutral – is very much our own too.
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I would like to finish with a passage from a poem by Wilfred Owen, the renowned war poet.
The composer Benjamin Britten used this passage to conclude his War Requiem, which is
performed in early May every five years in The Hague, the international city of peace and
justice, to commemorate Dutch Remembrance Day. The poem describes how two fallen
soldiers from opposing sides meet in the underworld.
And with these words of Wilfred Owen, followed in Britten’s composition by the Latin
Requiem In paridisum deducant te Angeli, Britten manages to add a sense of reconciliation
and acceptance to his impressive indictment against the utter futility of war.

I am the enemy you killed, my friend.

I knew you in this dark; for so you frowned

Yesterday through me as you jabbed and killed.

I parried; but my hands were loath and cold.

Let us sleep now...
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The words of the Medway Mayor Mr Barry Kemp

The Hague – 24rd September

Mr Mayor, Henk, distinguished guests, ladies and gentlemen, thank you very much for your
kind invitation to visit your city and to attend this very special event commemorating the
Live Bait Squadron and to say a few words.

This year we mark the 100th anniversary of the outbreak of the Great War. In Medway there
have been public commemorations, and exhibitions mounted at the Guildhall Museum in
Rochester, the Chatham Historic Dockyard and the Royal Engineers Museum in Gillingham.
Three of the towns that constitute Medway.

A few weeks ago, I unveiled a wonderful painting, by a local artist, Kevin Clarkson, that
show the three cruisers, Cressy, Hogue and Aboukir preparing to leave Chatham for the last
time. It is hanging in pride of place at the Guildhall Museum in Rochester. As well as
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celebrating the acquisition of an outstanding exhibit and the skills of its creator, we also
engaged in another act of remembrance.
But why should we remember? Why should we stop and think about events that happened a
century ago?
This painting is dedicated to one of the largest naval disasters in world history and to the
memory of its 1459 British victims. It happened close to here on the North Sea, 22
September 1914, exactly seven weeks into the First World War, and 100 years and 2 days
ago.
Then, three large but old British cruisers -HMS Cressy, Hogue and Aboukir- were shot at and
went down just off the Dutch coast. Eight torpedoes launched by stealth from a German
submarine was sufficient to sink the ships whose crews were totally unprepared for the
attack. The number of victims almost equalled that of the other big sea disaster that had
occurred a few years earlier, when the Titanic hit an iceberg.
Yet this closer to home North Sea calamity never seems to have become as widely known as
that of the wreck of the glamorous ‘unsinkable’ luxury liner.
For weeks after this catastrophe bodies of British sailors were washed ashore on the Dutch
coast. Many of these men are buried at cemeteries in Holland. Of the combined crew of
2296 there were 837 survivors, a few hundred of whom were rescued by Dutch merchant
vessels. The wrecks of the three unfortunate cruisers still rest on the seabed, forming one of
many mass graves. We, in Medway, will be eternally grateful to Henk for reminding us of this
tragedy and bringing it to the forefront of our minds.
There will be some who wonder: why should we make such a priority of commemorations
when money is tight and there is no one left from the generation that fought in the Great
War?
I think that there are three reasons.
The first is the sheer scale of the sacrifice. When they set out, none of the armies had any
idea of the length and scale of the trauma that was going to unfold. For many, going off to
war was a rite of passage. Many of them were excited; they would eat better. They would
have access to better medical care, and many thought they’d be home by Christmas,
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anyway. There is the story of the Russian High Command, when asking for new typewriters
they were told that the war wouldn’t last long enough to justify the expenditure.
Second, I think it is also right and proper to acknowledge the impact that the war had on the
development of the country and, indeed, the world as it is today. For all the profound
trauma, the resilience and the courage that was shown, the values we hold dear: friendship,
loyalty, and the lessons we learned, they changed nations and they helped to make us who
we are today.
There is a third reason why this matters so much. It is more difficult to define, but I think
that it may possibly be the most important of all. There is something about the First World
War that makes it a fundamental part of our national consciousness. Basically, this matters
not just in our heads, but in our hearts; it has a very strong emotional connection.
There is something so completely captivating about the stories that we read from World War
I. We look at those fast fading sepia photographs of people posing stiffly and proudly in
their uniform. In many cases it was the first and last image ever taken of them, and this
matters to us. The stories and the writings of the Great War affect us too. That mixture of
horror and courage, suffering and hope; it has permeated our culture. From the poems of
Wilfred Owen, Rupert Brookes and Siegfried Sassoon, not forgetting the Film and Stage Play
‘War Horse’, that showed the sacrifice of animals in war. Current generations are still
absolutely transfixed by what happened in the Great War and what it meant.
The fact is, individually and as a country, we, in Britain, keep coming back to it, and I think
that will go on. This is not just a matter of the heart for us in Britain. It is a matter of the
heart for the whole of Europe and beyond. From The Last Post Association, whose
volunteers have played every night at the Menin Gate since 1928, to Tyne Cot Memorial to
the Missing, in Belgium, the largest British war cemetery in the world, where the remains of
12000 Commonwealth servicemen are buried or commemorated, and visited by nearly half a
million people every year, still today, and to the other War Cemeteries and battlefield
memorials right across Western Europe
The Great War for Civilisation was unprecedented; warfare on a scale never seen before. By
the end of the War there were few people in the countries that took part who remained
unaffected.
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Children grew up with their fathers absent or lost. Women picked up the pieces of industry
and agriculture as the men went off to fight. Men served in their millions, being sent to fight
in places that many had never heard of. It was a truly global struggle.
From the outset the nature of modern warfare became clear. Armies were numbered in the
hundreds of thousands. Modern weapons caused heavy casualties and laid waste to whole
communities. Soldiers went to ground, digging trenches and dugouts.
The War stimulated creativity. Aircraft developed quickly, taking death and destruction into
the sky. New ways of fighting made more effective use of huge quantities of shells and
bullets manufactured on a scale never seen before. War was industrialised.

The power unleashed by modern warfare resulted in previously unimagined losses. The
numbers are still debated but, by any estimation, they are staggering. Over 9 million soldiers
died as a result of the fighting. The Commonwealth War Graves Commisson lists over
880,000 British Empire war dead, the majority of them from the UK, and each of them
remembered by a single poppy in the moat of the Tower of London. Closer to my home, the
Kent Fallen website lists the names of over 13,000 soldiers from the West and East Kent
Regiments who died in the conflict and the Royal Navy's ships based at Chatham also
contributed thousands of names to what the soldiers called the "butcher’s bill".

Food shortages caused by blockades and failed harvests weakened the people who
remained on the home fronts. Nearly 6 million civilians died from disease or starvation.
Almost 1 million more were killed as a direct result of military operations. In all, the estimate
of dead resulting from the War is at least 16 million.

And then there were the wounded. More than 21 million. Some recovered. Others were
never the same again. The numbers are so huge that they become unimaginable. I used to
explain this to the children I taught that when they look at the TV pictures of the start of the
London Marathon. The number of runners they see is the same number as those who died
on the first day of the battle of the Somme, - over 25,000.
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It was not just people who died. The old world order was also irreparably damaged.
Monarchies fell. Both the Austro-Hungarian and Turkish empires were destroyed. From their
ashes a host of new countries emerged, in Europe and the Middle East. Russia was wracked
by revolution and became the world’s first Communist state. A new world order emerged.
Almost a century later the consequences of many of these political changes are still making
today’s headline news.
Millions of people across the world still feel a connection with the Great War. It created a
common sense of history. We knew people whose lives were changed by it. We remain
moved by the enduring works of art and literature that were created as a response to it, and
we still live with its unresolved political legacies.

Sometimes the Great War can feel like distant history. Yet the last combatants have only
recently died and there must still be a handful of centenarians, too young to fight, who
remember it. But the war is slipping inexorably beyond the fringes of living memory and we
have to work harder to make sure that we do not forget.
If we want to understand today, we need to know and remember what happened yesterday.
The ceremonies that we hold today here in The Hague, and two days ago in Medway,
together with Henk’s wonderful book, and Klaudie’s magnificent documentary helps us to do
just that.
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Some impressions of the Ceremony at the Cemetery

Mr Theo Jetten

British Embassador Sir Geoffrey Adams

ML

ML
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Mr Rob and Mrs Alice Barrigan on behalf of the cadets

ML
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Mr Colin Mussett and Mrs Diana Billam on behalf of the men on the Aboukir

Mrs Sara and Mr Eddy bates on behalf of the men on the Hogue

ML
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Mrs and Mr Richard Grint on behalf of the men on the Cressy

ML

Mr Julian and Ms Elisabeth Tice on behalf of the survivors

MT
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Mrs Margret Weber Mr Otto Weddigen on behalf of the Weddigen family

ML
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The Weddigen Family: Mr Rolf Boeck Mr Gerd Flachmann Mr Otto Weddigen Miss Stephanie Weddigen Mrs Margret Weber

ML
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19.30 The Release of the Documentary ‘The Live Bait Squadron’, Pathé Scheveningen
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Thursday 25 September, Noordwijk, The Netherlands, unveiling of a new Memorial

Mr Mark Sijlmans has done a lot of research on the war graves at the General Cemetery in
Noordwijk. In the course of that the Council of Noordwijk decided to establish a Memorial
for all buried there. Sijlmans designed the memorial and wrote the text. The memorial was
unveiled on 25th September. The City Council of Noordwijk intends to commemorate the
buried men, here at this monument, every year, 22nd September. Credits for the photo’s Mr
Mark Sijlmans.

The Memorial

On top the names and location of the three cruisers

Text in Dutch
De zee geeft Noordwijk leven
Maar toen de wereld brandde
legde zij haar doden
beneden u
op grenzenloze stranden
22 september 1914
Ter nagedachtenis aan de 1459 bemanningsleden van de kruisers, HMS Aboukir, HMS Cressy en HMS
Hogue die hier 50 kilometer uit de kust verdronken.
En alle andere slachtoffers van oorlogsgeweld sindsdien, van alle nationaliteiten, die op Noordwijks
grondgebied werden gevonden of zijn begraven.
We herdenken ze als bron van verzoening en internationale samenwerking.
Van hen hebben er 143 in Noordwijk een graf op de Algemene Begraafplaats.
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Text in English

The sea gives Noordwijk life
But in those dreadful wars
She laid her dead below
On these unbounded shores
22 September 1914
In memory of the 1459 men of the cruisers HMS Cressy, HMS Aboukir and HMS Hogue who drowned
50 kilometres off our coast.
And all other war victims, of all nationalities, found or buried in Noordwijk.
We commemorate them all as a source of reconciliation and international cooperation.
Of these men, 143 are buried at Noordwijk General Cemetery.
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Mayor J.P.J. Lokker and two members of the City Council

British Embassy Lieutenant Nicola Laud, RN
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Mr Mark Sijlmans

The words of Mr Mark Sijlmans just before the unveiling of the Memorial.
Excellency, Mr Mayor, dear guests: the hymn you just heard "O God our help in ages past"
could also be heard on the 22 December 1920 around 11.00 o'clock
"It was sung by 5 English choir singers, all in their churches dress"
This writes a Dutch eye witness.
It was heard at the Algemene Begraafplaats or in English at The General Cemetery, in
Noordwijk. Noordwijk a small village with, at that time, about 5000 or 6000 inhabitants.
This eye witness is deputy mayor Mr van der Meer. The speech of vd Meer is kept in a
museum in Noordwijk. It begins with the following sentence:
"It is here where we stand that 80 brave men of England who after a hard struggle of life at
last have found their rest at our parrish. Gentlemen I was enthusiast more than any of you
could be, to offer a welcome rest, to those men who have fought, for the good right of their
country during that terrible great war."
And also
" I am sure many of their relations, will thank God, that their boddies have been found and
burried here."
The setting of tonight, a luxurious hotel and the setting on the cemetery; a windy
Wednesday with showers and a maximum temperature of about 5 degrees Celsius cannot
be compared. But there are some resemblances when you take a look at the guest list.
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There was an ambassador, there were representatives of the navy, there was a military
attaché, there was a reverend.
Mr vd Meer also writes that "a few hundred people of Noordwijk and suburbs are present"
The reason for all these hundreds of people to attend this ceremony at the General
Cemetery in Noordwijk is apparently the burial of "80 brave men of England".
The cause of their death is what vd Meer calls "that terrible great war". A tragedy that had
started 6 years earlier.
We are here to commemorate the people whose lives were affected by this war. In
particular the people with a maritime background; those who had been sailing the seven
seas.
Some had been seamen in the Royal Navy or Die Kaiserliche Marine. But many had
previously been sailing the coastal waters as fishermen. Or as merchant seamen sailing their
ships between Hull, Hamburg, Rotterdam, Antwerp. Suddenly their lives had changed. The
sea and the friendly harbours of Bremen or Aberdeen had become dangerous, life
threatening places.
I have chosen one of these men as an example. An example of how the life of an ordinary
fisherman from a village in Norfolk called Wells next the Sea is effected; in fact ends because
of events that take place in remote cities like Moscow, Berlin, Paris, London, Vienna,
Sarajevo.
This fisherman, his name is Percy Green was born in 1894. After leaving school, at the age of
12, or 13, Percy becomes a fisherman. He joins the Royal Naval Reserve in 1912. This means
that, like all civil seamen, he has to participate in naval exercises every year.
At that time the ships of the Royal Navy have a basic crew of professional Navy seamen. In
times of mobilisation or worse; war, civil seamen are added to the crews.
The service record of Percy shows that he travels to Chatham 3 times to fulfil his Naval
Reserve duties. First in 1912 for a basic training. A second time, in the summer of 1913 for a
period of three weeks. He then also participates in a one day manoeuvre on "his" ship; the
cruiser HMS Hogue.
And then on a Sunday, August 2nd 1914, a rainy and cloudy day with low temperatures; a bit
like last August, Percy travels to Chatham for the last time. The story goes that his parents
never changed the front door as "when Florence, his mother, waved her son goodbye her
final glimpse of him was through the little diamond shape window in the door.
Two days after Percy is back on HMS Hogue, Germany invades Belgium and Britain declares
war on Germany.
The ship on which Percy serves is HMS Hogue. An Armoured Cruiser of 143 meter. The ship
was launched in 1900 and has a crew of about 750. When she became too old, too slow, she
was put in reserve. But just before war starts, she gets a new paint and is ordered to patrol
the North Sea. This to protect the ships that sail with soldiers and ammunition between the
UK and the war in France.
On the 22nd September 1914, the war is 7 weeks old, HMS Hogue, together with her 2 sister
ships Cressy and Aboukir is on such a patrol near the Dutch coast. And that is strange. A few
days earlier someone had written a note stating that:
"These ships ought not to continue on this beat. The risks to such ships is not justified by any
services they can render."
This someone was Winston Churchill the first Lord of the Admiralty, or in Dutch the Minister
voor Marine. At that time 39 years old.
The reason for this note is a report by a senior officer, stating:
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"the ships are at extreme risk of attack and sinking by German ships because of their age and
inexperienced crews".
The ships are old or obsolete, they lack speed, their armament is outdated. And modern
torpedo's or sea mines could easily penetrate the old-fashioned thin armour. And their
crews count too many naval reserves like Percy and also cadets, aged 15 or 16.
But although everyone knows that the risk is unacceptable the ships do sail. There are no
other ships available is said.
And as predicted, things go terribly wrong.
There first is a storm which forced smaller and faster, escorting ships to return home. So the
3 ships remain at sea unprotected, on their own.
There also is a German submarine called U9. U9 had been underway towards the southern
part of the North Sea to attack allied shipping. But also U9 suffers from the storm. She has
to seek shelter below, at the bottom of the sea to avoid the high seas.
When the storm has passed, U9 surfaces and there they are: 3 enemy ships. Sailing in a
straight line towards the submarine. Wrong time, wrong place..
Leutnant Otto Weddingen fires his first torpedo at about 6.20 hours at HMS Aboukir.
Aboukir sinks in 20 minutes. 527 men drown.
The other two ships presume that Aboukir has hit a mine. Hogue stops her engines to pick
up survivors. Then Hogue, at 6.55 is hit by 2 torpedoes and sinks in 15 minutes 370 men are
killed. After firing the torpedoes at Hogue, U9 surfaces briefly.
Cressy crew now sees the enemy and fires upon her but misses. At that moment Cressy
could or should? have decided to flee, sail away. But that is considered as "not done".
Instead she also stops her engines to pick up survivors. Weddingen fires again at another
sitting duck. Cressy capsizes and sinks at 7.55, killing 563 men.
About 800 seamen survive the sinking of Aboukir Hogue and Cressy. A few even survive
three sinking ships. Saved by Hogue after the sinking of Aboukir, saved by Cressy after the
sinking of Hogue and saved by another ship after the sinking of Cressy.
The most important "other" ships that came to rescue were two Dutch merchant vessels: SS
Flora and SS Titan. About 400 men are rescued by these Dutch ships. Our fisherman Percy
also belongs to the group of 400 sailors. Percy is taken aboard SS Flora.
But Percy is wounded by the explosions and like the others, he has spent a long time in the
sea. So also hypothermia may have played a role in his death. Navy doctors who are also
rescued by SS Flora try to reanimate him. But after being on SS Flora for about 1 hour, Percy
dies at the age of 20.
Flora sails to IJmuiden where the wounded are hospitalised and the others are dressed.
Dressed because many sailors were rescued naked or in their underwear. Many undressed
whilst in the sea to stay afloat. Many of the bodies found later were also naked which
hampered identification or in fact made identification impossible. Only 27 of the 1459
casualties are buried identified. 25 in The Netherlands, 1 in the UK and 1 in Denmark. About
175 were buried unidentified in our country. So about 1200 men vanished without a trace.
The next day, the 23rd, Percy is buried with military honours in IJmuiden. On that same day
the survivors are transported by train to Gaasterland, Friesland where they are kept in a
camp. Three days later the survivors travel back to the UK.
But while Percy rests in IJmuiden and the survivors return home, the dead are still at sea.
The first dead are washed ashore during the weekend of 3 October. On Monday 5th of
October Dutch newspapers start writing about bodies found all along the Dutch coast. The
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last article written about bodies washed ashore and probably related to the 3 cruisers dates
of 26th November.
There are different ways how Dutch towns and villages deal with all these bodies. On the isle
of Ameland the mayor orders that the 4 bodies found are to be buried somewhere in the
dunes. Of course these graves were already lost in 1920. The same happened on Terschelling
with 7 casualties. At Texel 6 bodies were found at the Noordzeestrand near Oosterend. One
body was lost because it drifted back into the sea. Also these bodies are now lost.
It was not because of disrespect for these men to be buried in the dunes and not on a
cemetery, but probably because of health regulations. As the bodies were in a bad state.
But there are also towns and villages that organise mass burials with reverends and
representatives of the UK. 's Gravenzande, The Hague, Katwijk and Noordwijk for exemple.
The ceremony I started with, the one on that rainy Wednesday in December 1920 wasn't the
first ceremony held for British war casualties in Noordwijk. None of the 27 bodies found on
October 3rd and 4th and the 6 bodies found in November (17th) could be identified but they
all had a decent funeral with Noordwijk's mayor Van Panhuys, of course deputy mayor vd
Meer and Dutch soldiers provide military honours.
During the rest of the war 5 bodies are washed ashore in Noordwijk. Two unknown in 1916,
army doctor Captain Harry Smith in 1917 and again two unknown in 1918.
And also 2 German casualties are found in Noordwijk. In October 1917 the body of Leutnant
zur See, Rolf von Beczwarzkowsky. And in June 1918 the body of a German sailor. On his belt
was written: Gott sei mit Uns and I. Braun 957. Both were reburied at Kriegsgräberstätte
Ysselsteyn after the 2nd World war.
In March 1920 all coastal municipalities in The Netherlands receive a letter sent by British
consulates. This letter is asking for information about war casualties found and buried during
the war.
During and after the war the British government had to make a decision about what to do
with nearly a million dead sons, husbands, fathers and brothers. From a logistical point of
view it became obvious that a repatriation of all these men to local cemeteries in the UK,
Australia, New Zealand, Canada, South Africa, India, would be impossible. Of course this
wasn't so obvious for the millions and millions of parents, wives, children and siblings.
So the British authorities started what we would now call a marketing campaign. All graves
would receive the same headstone on cemeteries that would resemble English gardens. The
cemeteries would be decorated and well maintained. And also, the authorities guaranteed
eternal rest to the men buried.
All this was done to convince the public that their loved ones were taken care of.
For economic reasons this could only be offered if the graves were concentrated. It was
cheaper to maintain and decorate a few larger cemeteries instead of many smaller ones. So
at the end of the war everywhere in France and Belgium, casualties were exhumed from
smaller cemeteries and reburied on larger ones.
And while this huge operation in France and Belgium was in progress, the war graves
commission came to The Netherlands to investigate the situation over here. And that's the
reason why the letters were sent to all Dutch coastal municipalities.
As a result; in June 1920, Four Centres of Concentration are designated: Flushing, 's
Gravenzande, The Hague and Noordwijk.
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First it was planned to rebury all casualties in Bloemendaal instead of Noordwijk. Also the
graves from Noordwijk were to be reburied in that village. But Noordwijk had a deputy
mayor, there he is again, Mr vd Meer.
Mr vd Meer also was a flower bulbs exporter who visited the UK over 50 times. He spoke
English and promoted Noordwijk. Because he liked the British but perhaps also a bit because
he expected relatives to stay at Noordwijk's hotels and restaurants.. And so the graves
commission changed her plans from Bloemendaal to Noordwijk.
Noordwijk would receive all men buried from the Frisian islands in the north up till and
including Katwijk in the south.
The 14 municipalities where bodies came from, reacted in different ways. Some wanted the
exhumation to be done at night with police and a doctor present. Some wanted perhaps a
bit too much money. Sometimes there is discussion about the number of casualties or
whether a specific casualty is British. And one municipality forgets at least 4 graves.
All coffins from the Frisian Islands, Wieringen en Den Helder were transported to IJmuiden
with a Dutch merchant ship the SS Paul Kruger. Ironically named after a Boer war hero.. The
others are transported to Noordwijk by truck.
And so on this 22 of December 1920 hundreds of Noordwijkers are again gathered at the
Algemene Begraafplaats. To witness a second mass burial in 6 years.
41 casualties had already been buried in the days before. During the service on the 22nd
only the last coffin is ceremonially buried. It is the body of Lieutenant James Alexander
McIntosh, aged 32. Before the war a 2nd mate , een stuurman, from Glasgow but at his
death a Naval Reserve officer. Killed on his first day of active service for the Royal Navy.
Found and first buried at Callantsoog.
The bill for his funeral in Callantsoog was sent to the British embassy who sent it through to
James' parents at Sauchiehall street Glasgow. His parents, both born blind, owners of a
piano and music store, paid the bill of Callantsoog without hesitation. They also wrote the
mayor of Callantsoog that the money found in their son's pockets should be divided between
the men who dug his grave. 7 weeks before James' death they had also lost their son George
during the Battle of Loos. The house in Glasgow they all lived in now accommodates an
Indian restaurant called Kama Sutra.
Excellency, Mr mayor, dear guests, thank you for your attention I would like to end this story
with a part of the Hymne "Nearer, My God, to Thee" which also concluded the ceremony in
1920. And which was later also used in the film Titanic. The Titanic had sunk in 1912,two
years before the sinking of the tree cruisers. The number of casualties of the two disasters
was about the same. Only difference is that the sinking of the Titanic becomes a world
famous legendary story whereas the men on the cruisers were forgotten.
So it's about time that we can now commemorate them. And repeat the last words of the
speech of Mr vd Meer:
That they may rest in peace forever
(bodies came from: Katwijk, Zandvoort, Bloemendaal, Velsen/IJmuiden, Castricum, Egmond,
Bergen, Callantsoog, Huisduinen/Den Helder, Wieringen, Texel, Vlieland, Terschelling and
Ameland.)
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